APPLE HARVEST CAMPOREEE 2019
“GLADIATOR CHALLENGE”
PATROL PASSPORT

Troop: ________________________
Patrol: ______________________________

CAMPOREE EVENT: | SCORE | PATROL SURVEY
---|---|---
Rifle/Pistol Range, Sling Shots, or Archery | | What event/activity did you like the most? Why?
Javelin Throw | | What event/activity did you like the least? Why?
Delphis Oraclum (The Oracle at Delphi) Report to the Emperor | | What theme do you want for Apple Harvest 2020?
Asclepieion (The Temple of Healing) Battle Damage | | _____ Stars and Scouts (Military Theme)
Matchless Fire | | _____ Steampunk Scout
Hatchet Throwing | | _____ Scout like its 1919 (Primitive Scouting)
Scouting for Food (one item per person per patrol, take to HQ) | | _____ Scouts of the Round Table (Medieval Theme)
Scout Essentials | | _____ Other: ___________________________
Gladiator Automata Bella – Gladiator Robot | | 
Schola Gladiatorum (The School for Gladiators) – Obstacle Course | | 
Gladiator Escape | | 
Wild Card | | 
Wild Card | | 
Saturnalia (The Festival of Saturn) Cooking | | 
Catapult Competition | | 
Apple Harvest 2019 Survey Completed | | 

TOTAL EVENTS SCORE | |